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Particles with Negative Mass and the Krein–Moser Theory
Imagining objects with negative mass
may seem like a scholastic exercise. But
as it turns out, we can interpret some real
physical phenomena as the occurrence of
particles with negative mass.
As a glimpse of the strange world with
negative masses, Figure 1 shows two masses of equal magnitude but opposite sign
connected by a Hookean spring.1 Initially
all is at rest and the spring is stretched,
pulling the masses towards each other. In
response, the positive mass will accelerate
to the right as expected; the negative mass,

Figure 1. Two masses of opposite sign connected by a spring. Acceleration happens
with no external force applied.

being pulled to the left, will accelerate
against the pull, i.e. to the right as well.
So the whole system will accelerate to the
right, with the distance between the masses
remaining constant. Formally, the positions
x and y of our particles satisfy

mx = F , − my = − F ,
where F is the force of the spring. Addition
d2
gives 2 ( x − y ) = 0, so that the distance
dt
x − y = constant (since x = y at t = 0 ) as
claimed, and subtraction results in

d2
( x + y ) / 2 = F / m,
dt 2
showing that indeed the midpoint accelerates at a constant rate F / m.
This acceleration occurs with no external forces applied and does not contradict
Newton’s second law, since the total mass
of the system is zero. The fantastic world of
negative masses can have spaceships which
require no fuel and no external sources
of energy to accelerate in any desired
direction (here the discussion is limited
1 In defense of my sanity, I am not suggesting that such masses are real; however,
such imaginary masses arise in interpreting
real physical systems.
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grow linearly.
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All this is the tip
(with the initial conditions as specified).
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Figure 2. The Lyapunov-Poincaré theorem: the symmetric
spectrum of a symplectic matrix.

One need not limit the attention to simple eigenvalues, but I
want to skip such details.

